Feature stop managing projects and start leading with story

Project management benefits from methods that
can flex and adapt to changing circumstances. A new
generation of story-based design leadership tools make
challenging project environments more inhabitable.

Stop Managing
Projects and
Start Leading
with

By Dieter Reuther
& Sabrina Jetton
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D

esign teams have
adopted traditional
project management
methods to maneuver
through the complexity
of design projects and the
parameters within which
they must work. These
well-established tools help optimize the triple
constraints of cost, time, and scope, and take
care of the mechanics of a project through a
broad array of metrics. However, like a big solid
tree that cracks or even breaks under the load
of extreme elements, these well-thoughtthrough structures, systems, and processes can
compromise a whole project and the team if only
one of them falls short or changes. This makes
for a system that is quite inflexible.
Instead, imagine a bamboo tree that flexes as
needed and elegantly resists a storm, its stems
gently swaying back and forth, its leaves rustling
when brushed by a breeze.

Complexity: Highly sophisticated
interaction concepts, digital user interfaces, and
preparations for a global market add complexity
to the development of products, services, and
experiences. A state-of-the-art automobile
dashboard, for example, has to interact with the
car manufacturer’s own systems, as well as with
systems from such partners as Sony, Microsoft,
Apple, Google, and Pandora.
Agility: Incremental innovations add new
features, users expect more, and the competition
pushes all the players forward. An ability to
prosper in the face of more and quicker changes
is expected and the ability to respond quickly,
keep plans and schedules flexible, and stay
nimble throughout the project lifecycle are key
requirements in a volatile environment.
Diversity: Research has found that just
adding diversity of talent to a team increases
not only the variety of its perspectives, but
also its overall creative and problem-solving
performance. The breadth and depth of specific
competencies often makes it impossible to
Traditional project management
find all the disciplines and talent needed
and its challenges
without going outside the company. And
Major challenges in project environments require a global marketplace makes co-location a
new levels of creativity to find evolved solutions reality for many teams. This diversity requires
for managing and leading today’s products and
social sensitivity—the more diverse the
services. These challenges can be classified into
team, the more challenges it raises for
three areas: complexity, agility, and diversity.
personal communications.
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Constructing the Conscious Brain
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A craving for story
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The TribeBuildr™ Storified Workplan™ is a collection of small iconic scenes that
represent activities and deliverables. It helps our brains to frame, organize, and
contextualize the people part of a project approach.
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For centuries, stories have been used as a powerful
tool to align groups, tribes, and religions.
Before there was the written word, stories were
used to transfer culture. We think in stories;
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it is hardwired into our brains. Neuroscientist
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Antonio Damasio articulates that “storytelling is
something brains do, naturally and implicitly… it
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should be no surprise that it pervades the entire
1
fabric of human societies and cultures.”
The world today continues to crave story,
and story frameworks help us to make sense of
the massive amounts of information with which
we are constantly confronted. They satisfy our
fundamental need to make connections, see
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context, and engage at a deep and meaningful
level. Beyond logic, stories simulate sight, sound,
taste, and movement sensations within our brain.
Just hearing the name of the movie Titanic puts
us on the ship, arms stretched wide with the wind
through our hair.
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A new generation of
design leadership tools
Conventional project management tools,
designed to measure and manage project
analytics, are outdated and rigid and don’t
capture what truly affects the success of a creative
project. They offer no methods to manage
the “people” constraints—that is, capability,
familiarity, and overall team dynamics, the key
drivers to creative project success. In the new
world, needs and trends shift and change faster
than the traditional project plans can control.
How do we leverage the most fundamental
aspects of storytelling to improve project
performance and employee satisfaction and
to create meaningful experiences for project
teams, as well as exceptional outcomes? How
can business leverage this story-craving to
cut through the clutter of complicated design
processes and simplify project complexity?
How can a design leader achieve the flexibility,
elegance, and efficiency of bamboo rather than
the rigid and stiff structure of an oak? How can

we make sure the dynamics of our teams amplify
each individual’s talents to get the most out of
collaboration and achieve superior results while
continuing to focus on the objectives and goals
of the organization?
A new generation of story-based design
leadership tools and methods are being used by
the visionaries, innovators, and game-changers
of the world to more-effectively manage and lead
creative teams. The most successful ones offer
qualities of flexibility, flow, and dynamic structure.
Inspired by human behavioral psychology and
story theory, these tools tap into the fundamental
truths and frameworks on which story is built to
find new ways to complement conventional project
management and creative-direction tools.
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Team Strength Map: Do More With Less – Create a team map

The TribeBuildr™ Team Strength Map™ identifies gaps, flags watch-outs, and helps to navigate
the complex personality systems at play in a team.

People

People
Empathetic
Caring
Connected
Task
Idealistic
Independent
Driven

Team blind spot

Dynamic

Stable

Dynamic
Adaptive
Spontaneous
Imaginative
Stable
Analytical
Thoughtful
Knowledgeable

Task

Five steps to inspire and
lead teams with story
We’ve evolved five traditional design
management tools—story brief, storified
workplan, team strength map, storified growth
plan, and post-mortem play—to help you move
from managing projects to leading, inspiring,
and motivating people to work both
autonomously and collaboratively and achieve
unified goals using story.
1. Story brief:
Evolution of the project brief
The project brief is the foundation of any
creative project. It is the treasure map that the
creative team follows; it tells them where to

start digging for those golden ideas. Traditional
project briefs lay out the facts of a project,
target audience, background, key objectives,
primary creative focus, reasons-to-believe,
and budget and schedule. Their goal is to
transfer information—but rarely do they build
excitement or launch the team on a new project
journey. How can we use the idea of storytelling
to add anticipation, connectivity, and relevance
to each of these traditional elements?
Kick-start your project with story—don’t
begin with schedule and resource constraints.
Look for an inspirational story relevant to
your project. This may come from an article
in a business magazine, a great book, a new
art exhibit, or something you noticed on your
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way into work this morning. Help your team
understand why the project they are diving
into matters and who it matters to. Whatever
the inspiration, shape it into a story that is
relevant to your project and inspiring to your
team. This enables you as a creative leader to
tell a proactive narrative, to focus your team
on a unified vision, and to add purpose to each
activity. Inspire your team with a mindset or
impression that will guide them through the
inevitable highs and lows.
End with a creative and inspiring storyline.
Every story has its own plot, characters,
obstacles, and rewards. Help your team imagine
what type of story your next project will be
and what role they will play in it. Who’s the
villain and who’s the hero? Get creative with the
storyline and use a metaphorical story reference.
Stories work as metaphors to guide and make
sense of complex project journeys; play carries
us across boundaries and helps us look forward
to see things through a new conceptual lens.
For example, “This project is going to be like an
action adventure movie, and the client needs to
be the hero of the story,” or “Picture yourself on
a road trip with the client—and remember that

on a road trip, it is not about the destination. It’s
about the milestones you call out along the way.”
What might these metaphorical story references
mean for client communication and deliverables
in a project? The mental picture you create for
your team shapes their interaction with each
other and with the client’s team.
Assign metaphorical roles. Because stories
are accounts of real people, real situations, and
specific events, they provide concrete details
that help each team member define actions and
roles he or she will play as part of the team. Be
specific about the role you need each member to
play. Define the qualities each needs to model in
order to bring the story to life. Done well, this
initial planning will help you think creatively
about resourcing challenges and help you to find
the right fit for each unique team and project.
2. Storified workplan:
An essential companion
For years, we have debated the value and benefits
of investing the time to create an activity
workplan. Now, we have the science behind why
it is such an essential companion to the Gantt
chart for creatives. A traditional Gantt chart,

Team Strength map: Do more with less – Add archetypical characteristics

An archetype is a human characteristic in its purest form and represents a classic figure that has played a prominent role throughout history.

Archetypes
Hero

Explorer

Ruler

jester

Motto

Where there’s a will
there’s a way.

Don’t fence me in.

Power isn’t everything,
it’s the only thing.

You only live once.

Strategy

Be as strong and
competent as possible.

Take new journeys and
seek out new things.

Exercise power
and authority.

Have fun, play, and
make jokes.

Weakness

Arrogant, often needing
another battle to fight.

Aimless, often wandering.

Dictatorial, unable to
delegate when in control.

Frivolous, often appearing
to waste time and never
being serious.

The Hero represents
fortitude, courage,
and victory.

The Explorer represents
freedom, adventure,
and the relentless search
for the new.

The Ruler represents
authority, influence,
and domination.

The Jester represents
humor, non-conformity,
and surprise.
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Storifying each activity forces you as
a leader to simplify, to focus on what you
are trying to communicate to a team, and
to capture the essence of each activity.
which hasn’t changed since its invention in the
early 20th century, marks major milestones and
deliverables along a timeline to provide a logical
snapshot of the project schedule. However, it
gives no mental model to understand the people
requirements that might exist. The storified
workplan instead focuses communication on
the activities in a storyline format, and serves
the purpose of communicating the people and
activities necessary to achieve each milestone.
It is a collection of small iconic scenes that
represent activities or a major deliverable, and
help team members to recognize how their role
is embedded into the overall story. Deliverables
become merely props in a larger overall story. If
we storify the project plan, we help our brains to
frame, organize, and contextualize the complex
project approach in a new way.
Building a storified workplan. The main
idea when creating a storified workplan is
to visualize the proposed activities, people
interactions, and deliverables in the form of
pictures rather than words. Create icons that
represent common activities your teams perform
during the creative process, and keep them in a
library for everyone to use. When a collection of
icons is put together on a workplan to represent
a project phase or an entire project, it should look
like a mini-storyboard of the creative process
your team will go through.
Each thumbnail activity icon represents
either a people activity or a something you make.
For example, people activities might include a
meeting, focus group, presentation, ethnography
trip, or a brainstorm. The things you make
might be a project sketch, project 3D prototype,
consumer profile, or a strategic framework.
Storifying each activity forces you as a
leader to simplify, to focus on what you are
trying to communicate to a team, and to capture
the essence of each activity. Get clear which
activities are the most important and which are
the supporting scenes.

3. Team strength map: Do more with less
Most of us have experienced great team dynamics,
when the creative process is fluid and the project
is easily completed on budget. So what makes one
team great and another struggle?
While studies show that diversity can
increase the creative performance of a team,
it can also increase the tendency for tension,
confusion, and conflict. In our experience,
a small, tight team of three to five core team
members is best for creating synergy and
building camaraderie. However, in today’s
complex world of innovation and design, we
often begin to resource our projects with seven,
eight, or twelve diverse team members, each
specialized in doing one task.
We have found that by creating a visualization
of the team members’ individual strengths that
everyone can understand, we can increase open
communication and more effectively solve
problems as they arise. We call this visualization
a team map, and it can be used to help identify
gaps, help flag watch-outs, and help all members
navigate the complex personality systems at play.
Create a team map. To create a team map,
begin with a simple two-by-two diagram. Each
axis represents opposing behavioral preferences:
the horizontal axis stable and dynamic; the
vertical axis people and task. These two opposing
variable pairs are simple and easy to assess
in most individuals. By identifying their two
strongest preferences, each user can be positioned
somewhere in one quadrant—for example, having
a preference for stability and people.
Add archetypical characteristics.
Archetypes are personality and behavior traits
deeply embedded in the unconscious of every
human being. Archetypes, like metaphors, help
us make the complex simple. They help us go
beyond communication preferences to build
stories with a cast of characters. Brainstorm
various archetypical characteristics for each
team member. Note that the same team member
on different teams may need to play a different
character to make that team successful. Who
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Sabrina Jetton is a design
consultant for Cast Collective.
She leads multidisciplinary
and multicultural design
teams to envision and design
new experiences across digital,
product, packaging, and service
channels. She also leads strategic
and brand innovation workshops
and works with design teams

Post-Mortem Play:
From Complaint Sessions
to Insights
Write your story.
Using the play-based approach
of the Lego® Serious Play®
methodology, attention is
focused on the characters and
the metaphors in the model and
story instead of on individuals.

is the natural Hero, Explorer, or Jester on your
team? Do you have two Rulers on the same
team? You can imagine what might happen.
Use references such as Margaret Mark and
Carol S. Pearson’s The Hero and the Outlaw to
further explore archetypes and learn more about
individual personalities and how they may affect
your team.
Unify around common story/project goals.
Insight comes when you as a leader recognize
that each character of your team naturally has
a different aspirational goal. For example, the
Hero’s goal is to save the day; the Explorer
has to make a discovery; and for the Jester,
it is most important that he is happy at the
end of the project. Recognizing that different
team members have different goals gives you
the opportunity to clearly communicate an
aspirational goal and unify your team around it.
Doing this well will help you minimize conflict
and build excitement and anticipation.
4. Storified growth plan:
Retain your people
Each team member has a job title: art director,

within companies to identify
business opportunities and
execution strategies. Her work
lies at the intersection of people,
culture, and brand to help bridge
the gaps between brands and
consumer hearts and minds.
Previously a creative director at
Ziba Design, a global innovation
and design consultancy,

Jetton has built and managed
a UX design group and is an
award-winning UI designer and
graphic artist. Her clients include
Hasbro, Mattel, Intel, Microsoft,
Texas Instruments, Johnson &
Johnson, TOTO, Matsushita,
and Umpqua Bank.

researcher, designer, project manager, and so on.
To optimize a team, it is essential to go beyond
job descriptions and identify the key roles
necessary to make a project run successfully.
We begin by identifying who has passion for the
roles of generator, prototyper, editor, refiner, and
collaborator. Everyone on the team has a strength
in one or more of these areas, but identifying those
strengths early on and identifying overlaps and
gaps helps the team think strategically about how
they will work together. Remember, one person
may wear multiple hats. And, in the case of a gap,
one or more members need to stretch from their
natural passion areas of interest and intentionally
play a purpose-driven role. These purpose-based
roles change in importance as a project moves
forward. Early on, generators are more valued;
in the middle, the editor is of most value; and
at the end, when there is no room for additional
generation, the refiner needs to be activated.
Storified growth plans. Each company
has its own say in communicating growth plans
with its employees. Find the right way
to incorporate passion and purpose-based roles
and growth into these plans.
5. Post-mortem play:
From complaint sessions to insights
The end of a project is critical. The final
deliverable has been presented to the client,
the accounting department is sending the final
invoice, and the team is exhausted from the
typical run to the finish line. The next projects
are already lined up and individuals are placed on
resource schedules. However, there is one more
important step that needs to be completed before
the team breaks up—the project post-mortem.
The goal of the post-mortem is to reflect,
analyze, and document the project from all
perspectives before details are forgotten and to
assess what went well and what could be done
better next time. The goal is to be able to retell
the story in a way that will help the company
as a whole learn to aid in future project work
and build a database of corporate knowledge.
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Dieter Reuther is an operations
and technology consultant and
a principal at Cast Collective.
His experience includes 12 years
in design operations at Ziba
Design. Prior to Ziba, Reuther
ran his own product design firm
in Munich, Germany. His passion
for continuous improvement
of systems and processes, for

Only through extracting learnings from the
fresh project memory can a cycle of continuous
improvement be kept alive.
Honesty and trust is essential, but they often
go missing. Many post-mortem sessions end up
being complaint sessions with personal attacks.
Write your story. Instead, turn the postmortem into a productive session by building
a story with your team. Reflect on the project
and write out the ideal team engagement and
outcome. Assess the gaps and discuss them
briefly. You may want to invest in a play approach
to story writing. We’ve used LEGO bricks and
characters as a prop for storytelling to enable
teams to build their project into a story. Using
this play-based approach focuses attention on
the characters and the metaphors in the story
instead of on individuals. It is revealing to see
how participants find the essence of a project and
build their own story around it. Based on this
story, it is very easy to extract simple insights
and guiding principles to document the core
learnings of the project.

Serious play as formalized process

making connections among
apparently unrelated ideas, and
for fostering innovative concepts
drives his collaborative nature.
The success of play-based methods
and story-making exercises in
his practice led him to the Lego
Serious Play methodology. As
a trained facilitator, he leads
workshops, most recently for the

German American Business
Council and the Enterprise
Center at Salem State University.
Reuther holds a master’s degree
in mechanical engineering from
Munich’s Technical University
and a masters in business
administration from George Fox
University in Portland, Oregon.

completely focused motivation, as well as full
involvement in and enjoyment of the process, and
is achieved when somebody is in a perfect balance
of challenge and skills. The state of flow causes
positive, energized, and aligned emotions with the
task at hand, and creates an ideal breeding ground
for creative outcomes.

Your story begins here
Story fundamentals are the new secret ingredient
to drive success, and story essentials are the new
normal of the conceptual age. Learn and practice
them to improve project performance, bottomline impact, and employee satisfaction, and to
create meaningful experiences for project teams.
Use these powerful story tools in your next
project; your teams will love you because you go
beyond merely informing them to inspiring and
engaging them at a deeper level.
Suggested Readings
Mark, Margaret, and Pearson, Carol, The Hero and the Outlaw:
Building Extraordinary Brands Through the Power of Archetypes
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 2001).
Wertime, Kent. Building Brands and Believers: How to Connect with
Consumers Using Archetypes (Singapore: John Wiley & Sons, 2003).

Research has shown an intimate link between
our brains and our hands; playfully building
something with our hands unleashes thoughts
and ways of seeing things many adults are not
aware of. Using LEGO bricks and characters
to engage with a project in a play-based way
leads us to a broader exploration of hands-on
inspiration tools. LEGO formalized this approach
and process over the past 10-plus years as the
Lego Serious Play methodology. This thinkwith-your-hands process has been tested and
has succeeded over and over again to help teams
solve complex business, organizational, and
creative problems.
Get into the flow — the perfect balance
of challenge and skills.
Play enables us to achieve flow more easily, a term
defined by the psychiatrist and writer Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi. It describes a mental state of
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